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natural conversation presents a considerable challenge for
building virtual humans. On one hand, communication is
multimodal: information is manifest in different channels and
these channels may unfold under different time scales; on the
other hand, effective communication involves forecasting what
one's conversational partner will do in the future. Sacks et al. [1]
argued that the smooth exchange of turns in conversation is due
to the conversational partner's ability to anticipate when the
transition of speaker and listener roles may occur so that they are
prepared in advance to talk at the right moment.

ABSTRACT
Virtual human, with realistic behaviors and social skills, evoke
in users a range of social behaviors normally only seen in human
face-to-face interactions. One of the key challenges in creating
such virtual humans is to give them human-like conversational
skills, such as turn-taking skill. In this paper, we propose a
multimodal end-of-turn prediction model. Instead of recording
face-to-face conversation data, we collect the turn-taking data
using Parasocial Consensus Sampling (PCS) framework. Then
we analyze the relationship between verbal and nonverbal
features and turn-taking behaviors based on the consensus data
and show how these features influence the time people use to
take turns. Finally, we present a probabilistic multimodal end-ofturn prediction model, which enables virtual humans to make
real-time turn-taking predictions. The result shows that our
model achieves a higher accuracy than previous methods did.

This paper makes two primary contributions. First we present a
multimodal end-of-turn prediction model, drawing on prior
findings from social psychology and linguistic literature on
nonverbal signals and turn-taking behavior. Second, we
demonstrate the effectiveness of a novel methodology, Parasocial
Consensus Sampling (PCS), for learning such models. PCS [2]
was recently proposed and applied to the problem of predicting
listener backchannel feedback successfully. Here we reinforce
the viability of this general framework by demonstrating its
effectiveness on the novel domain of end-of-turn prediction. The
experiment shows that our model trained on the data from
Parasocial Consensus Sampling achieves a higher accuracy than
previous methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Human conversation is a cooperative and fluent activity. People
rarely speak simultaneously. Rather, the roles of speaker and
listener are regulated seamlessly by a negotiation process of turntaking. Considerable research is directed at understanding this
mechanism and integrating it into virtual humans. The fluidity of
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Traditionally, virtual humans learn from annotated recordings of
face-to-face interactions. However, as suggested in [2], there are
some drawbacks with such data. For example, human behavior
contains variability and not all human data should be considered
as positive examples of the behavior that the virtual human is
attempting to learn. If the goal is to make the virtual human learn
to take turns properly, it is necessary to realize that many face-toface interactions fail in this regard, resulting in interruptions or
long mutual silence. To address this and other issues, Huang et
al. [2] proposed the Parasocial Consensus Sampling framework.
Instead of recording face-to-face interactions, participants are
guided to interact with media representation of people, such as
pre-recorded speaker videos, parasocially. In this way, multiple
independent participants are able to experience the same social
situation and provide parasocial responses to the same event.

Looking-away
Looking-towards
Nods
Up
Pitch
Down
Slope
Straight
Above
Average
Pitch
Below
Value
At
Syntax Completion

Turn-taking
Pauses (422)
3% (11)
27%(114)
17%(71)
38%(160)
35%(149)
27%(113)
14%(60)
38%(162)
48%(200)
98%(416)

Non-turn-taking
Pauses (1012)
59%(598)
12%(123)
8%(77)
22%(227)
24%(238)
54%(547)
11%(108)
32%(321)
57%(583)
64%(648)

Precision

Recall

F1

PCS-Multimodal Model

0.78

0.81

0.80

PCS-Pause Model

0.59

0.90

0.71

Prosody Model [5]

0.58

0.77

0.67

Syntax Model [1]

0.29

0.97

0.45

Table 2. Evaluations for Turn-taking pause prediction: F1
score of PCS-Multimodal is significantly better than that of
the other three models.
of Sacks et al. [1], where syntax completion points, such as the
end of "sentences, clauses, phrases, and one-word constructions",
are suggested as possible turn-taking places. The predicted time
is considered correct if happening during the turn-taking pause.

Table 1. The percentage of turn-taking pauses and nonturn-taking pauses that co-occur with different features.
The absolute number is shown in parentheses.

As Table 2 shows, F1 score of the PCS-Multimodal model is
better than that of other three models. Paired T-Test comparisons
between PCS-Multimodal model and the other three models (p =
0.05 for PCS-Pause, p < 0.01 for the other two) suggest the
difference is statistically significant. This indicates syntax or
prosody only cannot provide enough information to predict the
turn-taking pauses. By leveraging the multimodal features, our
PCS-Multimodal model performs the best. In this paper,
Parasocial Consensus Sampling (PCS) framework is applied in
collecting and modeling turn-taking behavior, we validate this
new methodology further and generalize it to turn-taking
behavior modeling.

Later, these responses can be aggregated to form the consensus
view of how a typical individual would respond in that given
situation. By eliciting multiple perspectives, this approach can
help tease apart what is idiosyncratic from what is essential and
help reveal the strength of cues that elicit social responses. For
details of PCS, please refer to [2].

3. Analysis of Multimodal Patterns
As described in the literature, gaze, nods, prosody and syntactic
features are all argued to impact turn-taking behavior. Before
attempting to learn the prediction model, we first explore the
relative impact of these different turn-taking cues, which are
shown in Table 1. We find the occurrences of looking-away,
looking-towards and head nods are very informative cues;
prosodic features (pitch slope) provide useful information as
well. Syntax completion points co-occur with turn-taking pauses;
however, they are not sufficient cues because a turn is usually
consist of several complete clauses in our data. The analysis
suggests that combining features from different channels should
lead to the best results for turn-taking prediction
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